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Abstract
Genetic mutations can cause disease by disrupt-
ing normal gene function. Identifying the disease-
causing mutations from millions of genetic vari-
ants within an individual patient is a challeng-
ing problem. Computational methods which can
prioritize disease-causing mutations have, there-
fore, enormous applications. It is well-known that
genes function through a complex regulatory net-
work. However, existing variant effect prediction
models only consider a variant in isolation. In
contrast, we propose VEGN, which models vari-
ant effect prediction using a graph neural network
(GNN) that operates on a heterogeneous graph
with genes and variants. The graph is created by
assigning variants to genes and connecting genes
with an gene-gene interaction network. In this
context, we explore an approach where a gene-
gene graph is given and another where VEGN
learns the gene-gene graph and therefore operates
both on given and learnt edges. The graph neu-
ral network is trained to aggregate information
between genes, and between genes and variants.
Variants can exchange information via the genes
they connect to. This approach improves the per-
formance of existing state-of-the-art models.

1. Introduction
High-throughput sequencing approaches have revealed hun-
dreds of millions of genetic variants across the human popu-
lation. Each individual genome contains on average 4.1 mil-
lion to 5 million variants from the human reference genome
(Consortium et al., 2015). The vast majority of these vari-
ants are neutral and contribute to the genetic diversity of
the human genome. This poses a challenge for compu-
tational tools to distinguish disease-causing variants from
millions of neutral ones. The clinical application of genome
sequencing in diagnosing disease is limited by the accuracy
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of current genome interpretation tools. As of today, we do
not understand most of the relationships between human
genetic variants and diseases (Landrum & Kattman, 2018).
Improving the performance of variant interpretation has a
potentially high-impact in clinical genetics.

Previous approaches of predicting variant disease conse-
quences have been focused on predicting the functional
consequences with optionally using evolutionary conserva-
tion signals (Rentzsch et al., 2019; Sundaram et al., 2018;
Zhou et al., 2018; Frazer et al., 2020). These methods tackle
the variant effect prediction task by classifying variants into
disease-causing (pathogenic) or benign.

Despite the success, previous methods model variants in the
classification tasks as independent observations. Such as-
sumption might fail to capture important relations between
variants. First, variants disrupting the same gene might lead
to the same disease consequence. For instance, Spinal Mus-
cular Atrophy can be caused by different mutations of the
same SMN1 gene (Lefebvre et al., 1995). Second, variants
disrupting genes in the same functional group or pathway
are also likely to have correlated disease consequences. The
current annotation of disease variants is very sparse (Sten-
son et al., 2009). Considering the relatedness of variants in
terms of disease-relevance may help annotating the remain-
ing variants more precisely. Third, effect of variants may
propagate through the gene regulatory network. A large
survey of missense mutations across Mendelian disorders
reviewed that most missense disease mutations do not affect
protein folding or stability but the interaction with other
molecules (Sahni et al., 2015). Examining de novo muta-
tions from Autism patients found an enrichment of missense
variants on the interaction interface compared to healthy sib-
ling controls (Chen et al., 2018). This evidence highlights
the importance of considering variant effect in the context
of a gene regulatory network.

Graph neural networks are a powerful method to propagate
and aggregate information through a graph. In this work, we
propose a graph neural network approach that operates on a
heterogeneous graph with genes and variants. The graph is
created by assigning variants to genes based on the genome
coordinates and connecting genes in a gene-gene interaction
network. Variant effect prediction with such a GNN allows
variants to draw information from the genes they connect
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Figure 1. Overview of the graph neural network which classifies variants (denoted by triangles) as benign (0) or pathogenic (1). Variants
are associated with a gene (denoted by circles) and a gene-gene network is learnt. For the three different edge types (“gene has variant”,
“gene interacts with gene” and “variant in gene”), separate GNN layers are instantiated and learnt. The hidden representations of each
layer are aggregated, e.g. by sum. Finally, there is one further GNN layer where information flows from the gene to the variant. Based on
this update, a final classification layer determines the likelihood of a variant being benign or pathogenic. During training, the true label of
a variant v is observed and weights can be updated via a loss function and backpropagation. During test time, new variants can be added
to the graph via the gene they attach to. Based on the features associated with the variant, the learnt weights can be applied in a forward
pass to derive a prediction.

to as well as other variants that connect to the same genes.
For the gene-gene network, we explore two approaches: (1)
the a gene-gene graph that is given by a domain expert, (2)
the gene-gene network is automatically learnt. In the first
approach, the GNN is restricted to operate on given gene-
gene edges. This issue is alleviated by the second approach,
which allows us to find novel gene-gene connections. With
the latter approach we are, to the best of our knowledge,
the first to combine both given and learnt (latent) edges in
a heterogeneous (multi-edge type) graph. We show that
both methods improve the prediction accuracy compared
to previous state of the art. Additionally, it allows experts
to interpret the prediction by inspecting which variants and
genes had a large effect on a prediction.

2. Method
2.1. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)

In a graph neural network, messages can be passed between
nodes via edges that connect them. Concretely, we assume
we are given a graph G = (N , E), where N denotes the
set of nodes and E the set of edges, where an edge eij ∈ E
holds between the two nodes ni, nj ∈ N . Furthermore,
let A(i) denote the set of nodes that have an edge with ni.
Each node ni is associated with a feature xi, which is the
input to the GNN. Hidden node representations can then be
computed via

x
(k)
i = h(k)

(
x
(k−1)
i ,AGGj∈A(i)f

(k)(x
(k−1)
j )

)
, (1)

where k refers to the k-th layer, h(k) and f (k) are differ-
entiable functions parametrized by weights w, AGG is an
aggregation function, such as the sum or mean, and with
initial layer x(0)

i = xi. Different instantiations of Eq. 1 are
possible and we discuss two possible options in Section 2.2.

At the final layer K, x(K)
i can be used for node classification.

Given a training set where some nodes ni are associated
with a classification label ci, the weights of the GNN can
be learnt using (stochastic) gradient descent and a loss func-
tion that determines the loss between model prediction and
classification label.

The above framework can be extended to a heterogeneous
graph, where edges of different types exist: for each edge
type Et, we compute at each layer an edge specific represen-
tation x

(k)
i,t (using different instantiations of Eq. 1), which

can then be combined into an overall representation via an
additional aggregation function (here a sum):

x
(k)
i = SUM∀t(x

(k)
i,t ). (2)
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2.2. Variant Effect Prediction with GNNs

For variant effect prediction with GNNs, we define the set
of nodes as the combined set of variants and genes. We
assume the set of genes to be fixed, whereas the set of
variants is fixed during training but new ones can be added
at prediction time. For each variant, we assume a given
feature vector vi, which can for example be a prediction
from non-graph-based models. For each gene the feature
vector gi is randomly initialized and learnt during training.

Edges between nodes can occur either between two
genes (gi, gj) or between a gene and a variant (gi, vj).
Based on this, we define three different edge types,
{has, in, interact} where the edge sets are Ehas: all edges
from a gene to a variant, Ein: all edges from variants to
genes, Einteract all edges between genes. For each edge
type a different GNN is learnt using Eq. 1 and representa-
tions are combined via Eq. 2.

To train a GNN, the final layer utilizes a sigmoid activation
function to map a variant vi to a value yi ∈ [0, 1]. For each
variant vi in the training data, we can utilize their associated
classification label ci = {0, 1} to compute a binary cross
entropy loss. A graphical overview of the entire architecture
is given in Figure 1. For instantiating Eq. 1, we explore two
different approaches, which we discuss next.

2.2.1. GRAPH CONSTRUCTION BASED ON DOMAIN
KNOWLEDGE

In the first approach, we assume that a gene-gene graph
is given, where a domain expert determined which genes
interact with which other genes. Here, we use the GENEMA-
NIA graph (Warde-Farley et al., 2010). Based on this given
gene-gene graph, we can instantiate Eq. 1 for the edge type
Einteract with a graph attention network (GAT) (Veličković
et al., 2018). A GAT learns end-to-end in a self-attention
layer how much attention a node should pay to each of its
neighbours; higher attention indicates that this neighbour
is more important for the current node (see also Figure 2
as an example of how self-attention between genes can be
computed).

For each variant we create edges to the closest genes, which
we can determine with the VEP tool (McLaren et al., 2016).
Based on this, we also use GATs for the edge types Ehas
and Ein. The input features for variants are predictions of
PrimateAI model (Sundaram et al., 2018), which is the state-
of-the-art model to predict effects of missense variants, but
does not model the relateness between variants and genes.

2.2.2. LEARNING A GENE-GENE GRAPH

In the previous approach, attention can only flow between
two nodes if they have an edge connecting them. Con-
sequently, if a gene-gene connection is important but not

Figure 2. The strength of gene-gene interactions can be learnt by
using self-attention. Each gene is represented as a node and a
graph is created. The self-attention layer learns for each gene how
important each other gene is. If a gene-gene graph is given, atten-
tion can only flow between genes that are connected by an edge;
for example in the graph above, no attention can flow between the
darkest and the lightest node as there is no edge connecting them.

present in the provided gene-gene graph, then these two
genes cannot exchange information directly. For this reason,
we explore, in the second approach, whether it is possible
to directly learn the gene-gene graph from the data with a
supervised approach.

To be able to learn a gene-gene graph, we start by creating
a fully connected graph, where each gene is connected to
every other gene. We would now like to compute self-
attention for each gene to every other gene. However, the
standard self-attention with the GAT framework becomes
intractable for such a large fully connected graph: If a gene
is connected to every other gene and there are |G| genes,
the computational complexity is O(|G|2d) (where d is the
chosen dimension of the hidden representation) and this
quadratic dependence on |G| becomes computationally too
expensive for our graph with |G| = 19, 551 genes.

To reduce the computational complexity, we instead use
the self-attention proposed by the Performer (Choromanski
et al., 2020). The performer offers an approximation to
the standard self-attention mechanism, resulting in a lower
computational complexity of O(|G|d2 log(d)). The linear
dependence on |G| makes it computationally feasible to
learn the gene-gene interactions end-to-end.

3. Experiments
With our experiments we would like to verify whether vari-
ant effect prediction can be improved by aggregating infor-
mation through a gene-variant graph with a graph neural
network. We focused on classifying missense variants. In
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particular, we are interested in whether adding information
with graph can improve the performance of existing variant
effect prediction tools.

3.1. Training Details

Models are trained for 50 epochs and with batch size 20,480.
The optimizer is ADAM (Kingma & Ba, 2015) with an
initial learning rate of 0.01 that is reduced by 10-fold if no
improvement has been observed on the evaluation set over
2 epochs. For the GAT, we use two self-attention heads and
an embedding size of 32 and 64 for the genes and variants,
respectively. For the Performer, we use 2 self-attention
heads and concatenate 3 such layers; dropout is set to 0.2
and the embedding size is 32 for both genes and variants.

3.2. Datasets

gnomAD Variants data from the Genome Aggregation
Database (gnomAD) v3.01 were filtered for single-
nucleotide missense variants with minor allele frequency
larger than 1% across the population, resulting in 17,992
variants.

HGMD Variants from the human gene mutation database
(HGMD, professional version, accessed Nov. 2020) were
filtered for 138,689 missense disease-causing variants (DM).

ClinVar 15,943 annotated pathogenic missense variants
from the ClinVar database (access date 14.11.2020).

Primate PrimateAI (Sundaram et al., 2018) collected benign
missense variants from human (83,546 variants) and 6 other
primate species (301,690 variants). Benign variants are de-
fined as common variants (minor allele frequency > 0.1%
in corresponding species). Another 68,258,623 all possible
missense variants in human, with variants observed in from
ExAC and start/stop variants excluded, were collected and
referred as the ”unlabeled” set of variants. Since the unla-
beled variants are extremely rare in human population, they
are considered to be eliminated by selection pressure, and
therefore are used as proxy for pathogenic variants during
training. We converted the hg19 coordinates of this dataset
to hg38 with the Picard LiftoverVcf tool (Pic, 2019).

Test Set We combine the pathogenic variants from the
HGMD and the ClinVar as the positive samples in the test
set. We matched the number of pathogenic variants by ran-
domly selecting common missense variants from gnomAD.
We refer the common variants from gnomAD as benign.

Training & Evaluation Set We train and evaluate our mod-
els with the Primate data. 80% of the variants were ran-
domly selected as the training set and the remaining as the
evaluation set.

3.3. Results

We report results in terms of area under the receiver operat-
ing characteristic curve (auROC) in Table 1. We compared
our two models, VEGN with gene-gene graph (G-G) given
or learnt to the PrimateAI model. Both VEGN models
outperform the PrimateAI model. As VEGN uses the Pri-
mateAI predictions as input features for the variants, the
improvements can be directly attributed to using a GNN on
the heterogeneous gene and variant graph. In the future, we
plan to explore if further improvements can be achieved by
collecting additional variant features.

Comparing the two different VEGN models, we find that
the model which learns the gene-gene graph slightly out-
performs the model where the graph is given. This is an
encouraging result as it indicates that the model is able
to automatically discover relevant gene-gene interactions
without any human annotation necessary. Future work in
this direction might even help us to uncover biologically
meaningful but as of yet unknown gene-gene interactions.

Finally, another advantage of our model compared to Pri-
mateAI is the ability for domain experts to directly inspect
which genes and variants had a high influence on the predic-
tion of a particular variant. Such an analysis can for example
be done by inspecting the learned attention weights (Abnar
& Zuidema, 2020).

Method auROC

PrimateAI 0.8162
VEGN G-G given 0.8267
VEGN G-G learnt 0.8291

Table 1. Comparing VEGN with gene-gene graph (G-G) given or
G-G learnt to the PrimateAI model.

Discussion
Variant effect prediction is a long-standing challenge in biol-
ogy. We show that integrating and aggregating information
through a heterogeneous gene-gene and gene-variant graph
with a graph neural network (GNN) can improve variant
effect prediction. This approach is distinct from existing ap-
proaches where variants are classified in isolation. A GNN
model has the advantage of considering the relatedness of
variants as opposed to considering variants as independent
observations in previous models. The performance improve-
ment in this work is likely limited by the fact that we simply
used PrimateAI scores as variant features. Future work can
address this shortcoming by exploring other options for vari-
ant features, for example by using learnt representations of
a deep neural network that can be trained jointly with the
GNN end-to-end.
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